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The familiar clang of an old alarm clock goes off, and then 

the gravel voice of my stepfather calling me. I wipe the last 

wisps of dreaming from my eyes, sit upright and give my 

thoughts time to adjust to the reality of a ten-year-old 

Native girl preparing for chores galore. I slip into my winter 

boots and coat and wipe a yawn on my sleeve as I trek out to 

the shed, snow crunching beneath my feet. As I look to the 

dawning sky, Grandmother Moon is gently slipping behind the 

rising halo of Grandfather Sun. In that space between night 

and day, I begin the daily rigor by heaving an axe to split 

wood. I get a warm fire started in our tiny kitchen and soon 

hot porridge invites three younger sleepy siblings to a 

breakfast table. The old man chain-smokes as he sits and waits 

for his clothes to be pressed with sharp crisp creases in his 

hand-washed work pants. His lunchbox is filled with bologna 

sandwiches and a thermos of strong tea. After the siblings 

are fed, washed, dressed and whisked off to school, the baby 

is fed and her diaper changed. The toddler learns to play 

quietly alone waiting for mom to wake. I take note of the 

silence of our little sleepy shack along the edge of a 

wintered wheat field before I dash out the door, racing the 

school bell before it announces my late arrival. 

 

The teacher continues with her lesson as I slink to my desk 

at the back corner of the room. Aside from my brothers, I’m 

the only Native kid in this small prairie town school where 

Natives and whites don’t mix much. I, being the eldest 

sibling, make solitude my best friend until something magical 

happens one day. It began during art class. Being a lonely 

friendless kid, art is a consoling companion. I hear a chair 

being dragged across the floor. I look up to see a blond blue-

eyed boy pulling up next to me too close for comfort. My 
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confused mind is trying to figure out what’s wrong with him. 

Day after day, there he is, this white boy, waiting for me. 

This new seating arrangement takes some getting used to. One 

day I ask him which of my drawings he likes best; the brown 

Native girl with a feather in her hair or the white poofy-

haired princess. He points with a smile on his face. For the 

first time ever the heaviness of endless drudgery of chores, 

daily beatings, cruel tongue-lashings and dark secrets lift 

from my shoulders. Each day we sit together, I bathe in 

healing kindness that filters through the barbwire that 

barricades my wounded heart. 

 

The news comes one day that my stepfather is laid off from 

his job and we have to move again. Just like the Hillbilly 

Clampetts we watch on TV headed for Beverly Hills, we pack up 

all our belongings in an old clunker and off we embark to the 

big city. On that trip, I become feverishly ill and weak, not 

eating for days. When I’m well again, I never think about 

that blond blue-eyed boy again. Well, not until another 

magical thing happens. 

 

A Native Elder taught me that Kitchi Manitou, our Creator, 

doesn’t make garbage. These words haunt the corridors of my 

childhood memory whenever I reflect on my late mother. Just 

once to hear words of kindness or feel her warm embrace would 

have been enough. Just once to hear her say, “I love you,” 

would have spared me looking in all the wrong places. I offer 

to help my sister settle our late mother’s estate. My Internet 

search leads me to a law firm operating in the small prairie 

town where I attended grade five. The name of that blond blue-

eyed boy, now a seasoned estate lawyer, pops out of the 
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computer screen! My overjoyed heart vividly remembers he was 

the first to teach me I wasn’t made of garbage. 

 

That day comes flooding back to me like it happened just 

yesterday. I’m standing next to our grade-five teacher 

exchanging goodbyes with the class. I glance over where he 

sits next to my empty seat. His bowed head is turned away 

from me. I’m so sad I hold back tears. As I close the door 

behind me, I take one last look inside and see a framed 

drawing of a little Native girl with a feather in her hair 

hanging above the blackboard. 


